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Abstract 

We study the reconstruction resolution E[ (02)]1/2 of the arriv剖 direction in 出白e8当Bneut凶d山rin∞10凶sme凶as剖u児

men川tby wate町rCherenkov detector and found the discrepancy wit出habout 70% between the theoretica1創1叫d 

e飢xpμerime叩ntalvalues for t山hero∞O目tmean squ訂 escatte叩nn略g加 g副le邸soぱflow energy electrons. This discrepancy 
implies the suspected measurement for the scattering distribution of low energy electrons by the water 
Cherenkov detector. 

Key words: 

1 Reconstruction resolution E[ (()2) ]1/2 of the arrival direction 

The expected angular distribution of electrons re-

coiled in the water detector should be represented by 

the angul紅白日ectionin I/e-e-scattering folded by the 

reconstruction ambiguity with the resolution angle of 

E [( (2) ]1/2 for the incident direction of electrons in the 

Kamiokande water detector: 

E[(B2)]， should be evaluated from the mean square de-
ftection angle of electrons weighted by emitted num司

bers of Cherenkov photons. We have 

E[州 =jV4dtjjEb、 ω

.f( cos B where (B2
) indicates mean square deftection angle of 

electrons after receiving multiple scattering process 

in passage of a thickness t. The (e2) can be eval-

uated from the angular distribution of electrons pre-

dicted through the multiple scattering theoη， e.g.， 

(1) Williams theory (1939)， Moliとretheoη (1947) and 

others (Scott， 1963). But it must be noticed that the 

竺生unlo∞ dEv 4>( Ev) j_1
1 
d吋 12法百

1 {2πr  (え1川 - ()f)2、，I 

×一一一一一一 ， D'P… 一 回ーし3
E[(B2)] Jo _--q E[(B2)] J日 γ

where 0，.11刊 denotesan angle between a direction of specific approximations are applied in the respective 

electron and the radial direction of the sun. Tbe differ- theories. In the EGS4 code (Nelson et al.， 1985) used 

ential energy spectrum 4>(Ev)dEv represents the solar at the Kamiokande analyses (Hirata et al.， 1991b)， 

neutrino flux and y denotes a fraction of kinetic en- Moliere theory is adopted. Although it is recognized 

ergy transferred from neutrino. The mean square er- most advanced in getting angular distribution， it gives 
ror of reconstructed direction of the recoil electron. divergence in (B2

)， as well known (Scott， 1963)， since 
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Table 1: Comparison of DataJSS恥1BP92using various scattering theories. 

scattering theory dataJSSM B P92 

Kamiokande-EGS4 maxium likelihood method: 0.50土0.10

Mott with reduction function maxium likelihood method: 0.45土0.10

恥10ttwithout reduction function maxium likelihood method: 0.51 (see text) 
χ2 method: 0.43 (see text) 

Williams with reduction function maxium likelihood method: 0.48土0.10

EGS-like with reduction function maxium likelihood method: 0.42土0.10

it starts from an approximated single scattering for- through integration of the single scattering formula， 
mula of a form ()-421f-()d() with no upper bound in its 

angul紅 mnge More pmise result can be obtained (82)=/tμ2(E)dt = rt 
dt r r ()2σ( ())d叫 (3)

not through the multiple scattering theory but directly JO JO J J 

where μ2(E) means the mean square angle of the sin-
gle scattering formula. 

2 Comparison of various E[ (()2) ]1/2 

For studying the Kamiokande E[(()2)P/2 obtained and 1MB detector at the events of SN1987A (Bratton 

by Monte Calro method using EGS4 code， we evalu- et al.， 1988: Hirata et al.， 1988a) show small values of 

ate analytically the value using the multiple scattering about a half of the theoretical predictions of curves-
theory giving Williams' distribution under the gaus- m， -r and -e. This discrepancy is not due to differ-
sian approximation (Rossi and Greisen， 1941) and ent values of the threshold energy. Because modi-
also the other values derived from Moliとretheory in fication of the calculated E[ (()2) F /2 values introduc-
numerical calculation and corrected E[(()2)]1/2 by the ing the low energy cut at 1， 2， 4， and 8 MeV under 
more precise single scattering formula of Mott (1928) Gaussian approximation cannot agree with the mea-
by numerically. The Moliとreone under Gaussian ap- s叩u町r吋 E町[(伊0μ的2り)]1/ρ2values as shown by dotted lines in 
proximation and Mott one紅 eshown by a broken-g the figure. This behaviours may be attributed to the 
and by a solid curve-m in Fig. 1. For reference， the false measuements for E[(()2)P/2 of low energy elec-

curve estimated from the Rutherford formula is also trons revealing large defiection angles in the water 
drawn in a broken curve-r. The deviation of the bro- Cherenkov detector. The electron recoiled by 8B neu-
ken curve-g from the other curves is due to inaccura- trino radiates a certain number of Cherenkov photons 
cies of the Gaussian approximation， wherein the upper (about 200 photons per 1 cm of water) in about 42 de-
bound of angul訂 rangeof the single scattering for- grees from the direction of electron passing through 

mula co町espondingto the nuclear form factor used water. The radiated photons are projected forming a 
in the approximation exceeds the geometricalliI凶tof shape of ellipse-like ring on a plane of photomultipli-

7r for electrons of energy less than a few of ten MeV ers. But such low energy electron su妊'erslarge defiec-
where the nuclear form factor is not effective. Ac- tion angles at few cases within their passages， in the 
cordingly we co町ectthe inaccuracy of Gaussian ap- cases there exits the possibility that the radiated pho-
proximation by the ratio of the mean square angle J-l2 tons are projected onto a different ellipse-like ring sep目

of the single scattering formula between the Mott for- arated from other rings formed by electrons of smaller 
mula and the Gaussian approximation. The corrected scattering angles. So the rings in large defiected an-
Moliとreone is given by a chain curve田 e(hereafter re- gles are thinner and/or disappeared. Accordingly the 
ferred as EGS-like) in Fig. 1. 1n the same figure the evaluation of E[ (()2) ]1/2 by the water Cherenkov de-
measured data of E[(B2)P/2 for Kamiokande detector tector may be favor to the smaller values. The dis-
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Figure 1: Comparisons of various calculated E [ (02) ] 1/2 values with the measured values of electrons detected 

in the neutrino burst of SN1987 A. 

• a broken curve-g: Gaussian approximation formula (Williams)， 

・abroken curve-r: Rutherford formula， 

• a chain curve-e: EGS-like， 

• a solid curve-m: Mott formula. 

• a solid curve-K: Kamiokande derivation by Nakahata. 

• a broken curve-G: the Gaussian approximation with rapid decreasing of detection efficiency (reduction 

function， see Fig. 1). 

・asolid curve-M: Our semi-emiprical formula (Kamiokande derivation by Hirata after gain change almost 
agrees with this curve). 

• dotted line-l， -2， -4， -8: E[(B2
)]1/2 with di旺erentthreshold energy of 1 Me V， 2 Me V， 4 Me V and 8 Me V， 

respectivel y. 

• black circles (.): Kamiokande data， circles (0) : 1MB data. 
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Figure 2: Dependences of dN / d (()2) on (()2) in various incident energies of elec町ons.
Solid curves show cases with incident energies of 2，4， 6， 8， 10， 12， and 14 MeV. 
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crepancy between the evaluated and calculated values We emphasize that the measured data cannot be ex-
for E[(82)P/2 being smaller with decreasing electron plained except by the rapid exponential decrease of 
energy as seen from Fig. 1 may be understandable by detection efficiency with increasing scattering angle 
the above assumption. Thus we use the numbers of for the detector. The distribution is based only on 
emitted photons decreasing almost exponentially with the above assumption. However， the resolution angle 
increasing (82

) as shown in Fig. 2. Then the Mott E[(82)P/2 obtained by the Kamiokande Monte Carlo 
and EGS-like resolution angle E[ (82) ]1/2 with the re- calculations showing by a chain curve-K in Fig. 1 is 

duction function紅 eshown by a broken curve-G and almost in agreement with our curve-M. How do they 

a solid curve-M in Fig.2， respectively. These distri- get the resolution curve specific to their detector fit-
butions can explain the measured data of SN1987 A ting to the measured data in SN1987 A by their Monte 

to be in good agreement over the wide energy range. Carlo calculations using EGS4 code? 

3 Comparison of respective cos () sun distribution 

Substituting expressions of E [ (82
)] into eq. (1)， 

we can obtain numerically the respective cos 8sun dis-
tributions of the neutrino flux in the Kamiokande de-

tector based on the predicted electron energy spec町um
from 8B neutrinos using the SSM prediction， after tak-
ing into account the trigger efficiency and the energy 
resolution in the detector. Those calculated cos 8 sun 
distributions in which the total flux of the ν'e-e-scat-
tering process is normalized to unity，紅eshown in 
Fig. 3: Mott formula with the reduction function 
(Mott with r.f.; solid curve) and without the reduction 
function (Mott without r.f.)訂 eshown together with 
Kamiokande-EGS (0) in Fukuda et al.， 1996. The dis-

tributions of Rutherford， Williams， and EGS-like for-
mulae訂 ealmost same as the Mott one despite they 

紅 enot shown. But， the Kamiokande-EGS distribu-

tion appears close to Mott distribution with the reduc-
tion function near cos8sun rv 0.95 -0.7 and to the 
same distribution without the reduction function over 
cos 8sun rv 0.4. Such behaviour is inconsistent with it-
self， because the Kamiokande-EGS is due to depend-
ing on the original Moliとreformula. 

When using the maximum likelihood method as 
done for the Kamiokande analysis by use of the data 
(1036 days) in Fukui et. α1.， 1996， we obtain the 
value for the observed dαtαI 55MBP92 from sev-
eral cos 8 sun distributions derived the above discussed 
scattering theories. The values are given in Table 
1. Each error in the value is obtained by the likeli-
hood ratio test with a confidence interval of 90%. All 
cos 8 sun distributions are tested with each goodness-
of-fit for the signal data after removing backgrounds 
by using the Smirnov-Cramer-von Mises method， es-
tablished the fittness with a significance level of 0.1. 
Accordingl y the value for datαI S S M has ambigu-

ity of at least about 10% (except EGS-like case) 
moving downward without the statistical and system-

atic e町ors.The Mott formula without the reduction 
function (see Fig. 1) derived the value of 0.51 for 

dαtαI S S M B P92 by the maximum likelihood method. 
However， the significance is much less than 0.001， be-
cause the expected cos 8 sun distribution has a di妊erent
shape from the observed angul紅 distributionof mea-
sured data so that the maximum likelihood method 
cannot be applied for such case. When using the 
same formula by the x-squared method， the value for 
dαtαI S S M gives about 0.43， but the significance is 
again less than 0.001. Accordingly we can see the for-

mula without the reduction function cannot give any 
correct value for the Kamiokande dαtαISSM by the 
maximum likelihood method. Such the discrepancy 
between the measured values and the theoretical ones 
for E [ (82) ] 1/2 specific to the Cherenkov water detector 

has to be resolved for the further experiments. 
For getting the definite value of 8B neutrinos flux， 

the further study in Super Kamiokande by use of a 
portable electron linac machine is necessary to resolve 

the discrepancy between the experimental and theo-
retical rms scattering angles of around 10 Me V region 
for the water Cherenkov detector. Observational dis-
tinction between the 8B neutrinos and the background 
events produced by neutrons is also a di飴cultprob-

lem. This shows still insu飴cient4πsolid-angle anti-
counter system and the dead time of 20 sec of prompt 
muons in the Kamiokande detector that can give se-
rious mistaken observation for atmospheric neutrino 
flux and for evidence of neutrino oscillations. The 
problem should be resolved for ca町yingthrough the 
Super Kamiokande experiment. 
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Figure 3: Comparisons of cos 08un distributions obtained from various E [ (02
)] values. 

• solid curve: our semi屯 mpricalMott formula with reduction function. 

• chain curve: EGS-like model. 

• dotted curve: Mott formula without reduction function. 
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• 0: expected Kamiokande-EGS4. 
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